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EXPLORE MORE:

This lesson is an excerpt from Bring Science Alive! Exploring Science Practices 
Grade 1, Unit 1, Lesson 8, How Do Young Plants and Animals Stay Safe? Full support, 
including a ready to teach slideshow, is available online at www.teachtci.com.

Winter Weather

Penguin Parents

Lesson Overview

Learn how penguins care for their young, then design a way to 
keep an egg warm.

Teacher Prep

1. Decide if the activity will be done in class or at home.  
2. Each student will need one egg, kept cold. 
3. OPTIONAL:  Provide students with a variety of materials such 

as paper, cotton balls, or other materials to warm their egg.  
Keep in mind that this is engineering, so students should get 
creative.

Procedures

1. Watch the video or read the text as a class.  
2. Follow the instructions in the notebook to test ways to keep an egg warm.  
3. Ask students to share their egg warming strategies.   

Image Credit: Bernard Breton/Dreamstime

https://www.teachtci.com/
https://cdnproduction.teachtci.com/system/videos/2268/original/SSS_G1_U1_L8_Penguin_parents.mp4?1596577859


A mother penguin lays an egg 

at the beginning of winter. She 

gently moves the egg to a pouch 

at the father’s feet. Then she leaves 

to find fish. While she is gone, the 

father keeps the egg warm.

SUPER SIMPLE SCIENCE

Penguin Parents
Emperor penguins live where it is icy 
cold. How do they take care of their 
babies?
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After the chick hatches, the 

mother comes back. The fish she 

found is stored in her stomach. 

She feeds the chick the fish. Now 

the father goes to find food. The 

mother and father take turns. One 

finds food. The other babysits.
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Emperor penguins live in big 

groups. A baby penguin can get 

lost. How does the chick find its 

parents? It calls out. The parents 

know their baby’s voice. They can 

find their lost chick. 
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When the chick is older, the 

family goes to the sea. The 

parents teach the young penguin 

how to swim and catch fish.

Penguins are good parents. 

They take care of their chicks 

until their chicks can take care of 

themselves.
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Emperor penguins use their bodies to keep eggs warm.

The penguin sets the egg on its feet and puts the egg in a pouch.

What can you make to keep an egg warm?

Keep an Egg Warm

1. Touch an egg. How does it feel? Warm or cold?

2. Use a thermometer strip. Find out the egg’s temperature.

3. Think about how Emperor penguins keep eggs warm. What is a way you can keep 
your egg warm?

4. Choose a place to warm your egg.

5. After 30 minutes, touch the egg. How does it feel? Measure its temperature.

6. Draw how you kept your egg warm. Write what happened.

S U P E R  S I M P L E  S C I E N C E
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